Message from the Chief Executive
Demonstrating our
operational and financial
resilience amidst testing times
For all of us, this past year has been one
of the most turbulent in living history.
The COVID-19 pandemic has sent shock
waves across the world, with efforts to
contain its spread affecting every facet
of our lives. Over and above the health
and social challenges, the economic crisis
that unfolded has been unprecedented.
As in most parts of the global economy,
our presence countries have experienced
significant economic upheaval, contributing
to highly challenging operating conditions
for the Group’s entities. They had to
deal with restrained business activities,
heightened uncertainties and increased
market volatilities amongst others.
Furthermore, we had to contend with
unfavourable developments linked to
the inclusion of Mauritius on the lists of
the Financial Action Task Force and the
European Commission as well as the
downgrade, by Moody’s Investors Service,
of the sovereign credit ratings of Mauritius.
Ever since the pandemic broke out, the
Group has triggered its business continuity
plans to cope with the evolving context
and ensure minimal disruption to service
delivery whilst maintaining, as a priority,
the safeguarding of the health, safety and
wellbeing of our employees. I would like to
highlight here the tremendous commitment
and resilience of our employees, as well
as their team spirit, to support all our
stakeholders during these testing times.
Whilst we limited on-site presence
to reduce risks of contamination and
contagion, our technological platforms
enabled our staff to work effectively from
home and continue serving our customers.
We strived to find the most effective means
to attend to client needs by capitalising
on dedicated initiatives and the support
measures put in place by the authorities.
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From a financial perspective, the particularly
difficult economic and market conditions
exerted pressures on revenue lines across
segments and prompted us to maintain
a prudent stance by building additional
provisions, in the form of Expected Credit
Losses. Yet, the Group posted a resilient
performance, with profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders edging up by 1.4%
to reach Rs 8,019 million.

“ The Group is, more
than ever, committed
to pursuing the
implementation of
initiatives under the
three pillars of its
Corporate Sustainability
Programme, ‘Success
Beyond Numbers’, with
a view to integrating
our sustainability vision
and principles into our
strategy and operations”
Operating income increased by 2.0%
compared to last year. Net interest income
rose by 3.1%, driven primarily by increased
investment in Government securities as
a result of the persisting excess liquidity
situation prevailing in most of our markets.
Our diversification strategy led to a healthy
expansion of the Bank’s international loan
book, helped further by the weakness
of the Mauritian Rupee. However, net
interest income in foreign currency declined
marginally due to the drop in LIBOR rates.
Net fee and commission income recovered
from its contraction in the previous year to

grow by 13.3%, thanks to higher revenues
from regional trade financing and wealth
management activities. In contrast, ‘other
income’ bore the brunt of the challenging
context and declined by 14.5%. Lower volumes
of trading in foreign exchange coupled with
high volatility in money and foreign exchange
markets contributed to a drop of Rs 459 million
in net gain from financial instruments. On the
other hand, other operating income remained
stable, the profit of Rs 356 million realised
on the disposal of our shares in ICPS being
largely offset by the absence of rental income
at the level of COVIFRA, as a result of our
borders being closed throughout the whole
financial year.
Operating expenses increased by 6.1% on
the back of ongoing investment in capacity
building initiatives, notably linked to our
digitalisation efforts, thus leading to a rise
in the cost-to-income ratio from 35.5%
to 36.9%. However, impairment charges
declined by 6.1% to Rs 4,766 million. The
cost of risk in relation to loans and advances,
while decreasing from 1.84 % to 1.39%,
remained high as we continued to increase
our Expected Credit Losses (ECL) which
reached Rs 8,854 million as at June 2021.
Excluding ECL provisions, cost of risk for
the year decreased from 64 bps to 55 bps.
The share of profit of associates fell by
Rs 29 million, principally due to lower
contribution from BFCOI more than
offsetting improved results at the level of
Promotion and Development Ltd.
The Group continued to display strong
capitalisation levels with capital adequacy
ratios remaining comfortably above
minimum requirements. The BIS and Tier 1
ratios stood at 17.4% and 16.1% respectively
despite a significant growth of 21.1% in riskweighted assets. Furthermore, asset quality
improved slightly with NPL declining from
4.2% to 3.9% while healthy liquidity and
funding positions were maintained. In the
latter respect, it is worth mentioning that
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the Group successfully raised Rs 2 billion
through the first issue of unsecured floating
rate notes under the Rs 10 billion MultiCurrency Note Programme approved by
the Board of MCB Group Ltd in May 2021.
These proceeds were invested in the capital
of the Bank in order to support its future
business growth.
Encouragingly, MCB preserved its investmentgrade credit ratings and remains among the
few financial institutions rated as such in subSaharan Africa. Even though MCB’s long-term
bank deposit and issuer ratings has been
reviewed to Baa3 from Baa2 with a negative
outlook as a consequence of the downgrade
of the credit rating of Mauritius, the rating
agency acknowledged the Bank’s healthy
fundamentals, solid franchise and adequate
risk management framework. Further testifying
to our credentials, MCB Ltd successfully tapped
into global financial markets for a syndicated
facility of USD 1 billion, receiving in excess of
USD 1.6 billion commitments from some 30
lenders, to refinance existing obligations and
to fund its asset growth. At the time it was
concluded, this facility represented the largest
financing to a corporate borrower in Africa for
the current year.
After a year during which no dividend
was paid by the Group as a result of the
substantial uncertainty resulting from the
outbreak of the pandemic, we have resumed
payment of dividend this year, albeit at a
reduced rate compared to previous years.
In addition to the interim dividend of Rs
7.25 per share paid in July 2021, a dividend
of Rs 9.50 per share has been declared and
will be payable in December 2021. The
total dividend payable this year will thus
amount to Rs 16.75 per share, equivalent
to 25% of profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders in relation to Financial Years
2020 and 2021. The Board of Directors
has also approved, subject to regulatory
approval, a Scrip Dividend Scheme. This
scheme will provide to the shareholders of
the Group an option to convert a designated
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portion of their future dividends into shares
of the Group. The successful implementation
of this scheme will potentially enable the
Group to consolidate its capital base in
order to support its future expansion and/
or alternatively provide it with additional
capacity to increase its dividend payout.

industry expertise and agile delivery model,
with the company spearheading numerous
projects across several countries. Of note,
the Group is currently reviewing its ‘Bank of
Banks’ proposal to reinforce its positioning
as a regional platform for providing tailored
solutions to counterparts.

Pursuing our growth
trajectories across market
segments

To support their strategic progress,
Group entities continued to lay emphasis
on bolstering foundations for growth.
We leveraged our reinforced digital
capabilities to drive operational efficiency,
boost service quality and meet evolving
customer needs. As another key focus
area, we devised dedicated training
programmes to sharpen the skills of our
employees and set forward to entrench
the MCB Leadership Brand through our
Lead with Impact Academy initiative.
Entities across the Group strengthened
their risk management and control
framework, with key moves pertaining
to continuous mitigation of compliance
and information risks. Importantly also,
alongside further consolidating intra-Group
synergies and collaboration, we pursued
business realignment and transformation
initiatives to ensure that we have solid
operating structures to further affirm our
strategic intent within a dynamic context.
In this respect, we recently upgraded our
Representative Office license in the Dubai
International Finance Centre to Advisory
Office under Category 4, which should equip
the organisation with an enhanced scope of
intervention.

Whilst attending to the implications of the
severe economic downturn, Group entities
generally consolidated their strategic
positioning in their respective markets,
backed by closer client proximity and an
enhanced value proposition. In parallel, we
carefully pursued our underlying growth
agenda across segments and further
diversified our footprint, with the African
continent remaining our key focus. Hence,
alongside reinforcing its position as a
innovative, reliable and caring financial
partner and upholding its leadership status
within the domestic banking sector, the Bank
made appreciable inroads in deepening its
involvement in Energy and Commodities
financing and gradually building its
Power and Infrastructure franchise, while
strengthening its syndication offerings
and position as lead arranger with
financial institutions. Our foreign banking
subsidiaries consolidated and extended
their market reach, particularly in the case
of MCB Madagascar, which sustained a
notable business growth on the strength
of commercial initiatives, improved
service delivery and increased visibility.
In the non-banking field, MCB Capital
Markets Ltd registered a further rise in
assets under management and continued
to build its track record in the corporate
finance advisory arena, with the successful
completion of several transactions. Likewise,
notwithstanding the adverse context and
travel restrictions, MCB Consulting made
noteworthy strides by capitalising on its

Sustainability embedded in
our DNA
The significant toll of the pandemic has
brought even greater scrutiny to the social
and environmental impacts of corporates
around the world. Against this backdrop,
the Group is, more than ever, committed to
pursuing the implementation of initiatives
under the three pillars of its Corporate

Steering forward in a
disciplined way
The operating environment continues to
warrant our close attention with the global
economic recovery remaining uneven
and fragile. Across the Group’s presence
countries, notwithstanding encouraging
trends in Seychelles and Maldives on
the tourism front, the outlook continues
to be subject to significant uncertainties
relating, notably, to the pickup in longhaul travel, supply chain constraints and
market volatilities. That said, progress
on the vaccination front in Mauritius and
the re-opening of the country’s borders
augur well for a gradual recovery in the
tourism industry with positive offshoots
onto the rest of the economy and for
business confidence, at large. On the basis
of our strong fundamentals and continued
execution of our diversification strategy, the
Group is well equipped to reap the benefits
of economic recovery, with prospects on
the international front in particular being
encouraging.
However, we need to remain cautious and
maintain our vigilance whilst monitoring
the evolution of the economic and market
environment closely, notably as support
measures are removed. We are also conscious
of the increased competitive pressures that
are likely to persist in specific markets, partly
linked to the more extensive use of latest
technologies by operators to better meet
the needs and aspirations of customers. In
the same vein, the Group remains attentive
to the increasingly demanding regulatory
and compliance environment prevailing
locally and internationally. This implies
keeping track of developments impacting
the positioning and competitiveness of the
Mauritian International Financial Centre.
In respect of the latter, it is encouraging to
note that the FATF has acknowledged that
Mauritius had substantially completed the
implementation of the Action Plan aimed
at strengthening the effectiveness of its
AML/CFT system. After conducting an
onsite assessment in September 2021, the
FATF is set to announce its decision and it
is hoped that Mauritius will exit the list of

‘jurisdictions under increased monitoring’,
thus also triggering the removal of our
jurisdiction from the EU list of High Risk
Third Countries. These outcomes remain
critical to the future development of the
financial sector and progress of the country
in future.

“ The Group is well
equipped to reap the
benefits of economic
recovery, with prospects
on the international
front in particular being
encouraging”

Mindful of the highly dynamic context, we
will pursue the execution of our strategic
objectives in a disciplined manner.
We seek to strengthen our domestic
position by supporting the country in its
reconstruction path towards a stronger
and greener economy, while pursuing our
diversification strategy. We will expand
our regional footprint by capitalising on our
competencies nurtured in niche segments,
leveraging the Mauritian jurisdiction in the
process. The Group also aims to boost its
non-interest income by enriching its value
proposition in areas such as transactional
banking, wealth management and other
non-banking activities. As a key strategic
lever, we will further entrench sustainability
across our operations in order to give a
new dimension to the scale and depth of
our stakeholder interactions. The Group
will continue to anchor its development
on its healthy financial soundness and
robust operational capabilities. Alongside
ensuring continuous reinforcement of our
risk management, internal control and
compliance frameworks to effectively deal
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DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Sustainability Programme, ‘Success Beyond
Numbers’, with a view to integrating our
sustainability vision and principles into
our strategy and operations. During the
year in review, we have, in the wake of
the disruption in global supply systems
caused by the pandemic, launched a ‘Lokal
Rebound’ study to assess the Mauritian
productive fabric and promote local
production and resilience. Additionally,
alongside furthering our move towards
carbon neutrality in our operations, we
have pledged to investing EUR 5 million
in Livelihoods Carbon Fund 3, a carbonimpact fund with leading companies
worldwide joining forces to accelerate
efforts on climate-change mitigation and
social impact. The Group is also determined
on affirming its commitment to gender
equality, which it considers to be an
essential social emancipation vector and
a significant contributing factor to the
country’s economic development. With
this objective in mind, the Group has
signed the Gender Diversity Charter of
the Africa CEO Forum – Women Working
for Change – and stressed its ambition
to achieve, by 2026, a target of 40% of
female representation within the Middle
and Senior Management echelons of
MCB. To achieve this target, the Group
adopted a Gender Equality Charter and
launched a series of measures such as the
set-up of ‘Lean in Circles’, a platform for
women to share their experiences in order
to progress together and the doubling of
the paternity leave to 10 days. Another
step aimed at promoting the welfare of
our employees relates to the creation of
an Employee Solidarity Fund, to provide
assistance to those having been most
affected by the ongoing pandemic. At
the community level, we continued to
partner with relevant stakeholders, such
as NGOs and public sector entities, in
Mauritius and other presence countries
towards promoting social welfare, with
our activities being mainly channeled via
the MCB Forward Foundation.
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with core and emerging risks, we will pursue
our digital transformation journey to improve
operational agility and further connect
with our customers and stakeholders.
Through the further deployment of our HR
Transformation Programme, we will aim at
reinforcing people management processes
and foster an enhanced framework for
attracting, developing and retaining talents,
thus allowing us to better support our
ongoing growth strategies across entities.

Concluding note
I would like to thank all our employees
and the Management teams across Group
entities for their steadfast commitment and
resolve during the exceptionally challenging
context. I am proud of what we have done,
as a Group, to maintain our service quality
and support our customers, our countries
and our communities.
I also wish to express my gratitude to the
members of various Boards of the Group for
their sustained counsel in helping the Group
confront these unprecedented circumstances
in a prompt and judicious manner, while
upholding its stability and progress.
My sincere gratitude goes to our esteemed
customers for continuing to trust in our
ability to support them and create value
for their benefit. In spite of the restrictions
on movements that the crisis has triggered,
we reinforced our proximity and relationship
with them as we strived to find the best ways
to assist them in facing the tough conditions.
Having reached the retirement age of
65 in August 2021, I accepted, at the
Board’s request, to stay on as Group Chief
Executive on the basis of an ad-hoc, shortterm contract, with a view to ensuring the
smoothest possible transition at the helm of
the Group. In this respect, I wish to extend
my sincere congratulations to Jean Michel
Ng Tseung upon his appointment as Chief
Executive Designate of MCB Group Ltd.
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I am confident that the Group will be in safe
hands, going forward, and will continue to
uphold the strongest foundations for the
achievement of our growth objectives. In
fact, I have been very fortunate in my career
at MCB to work with talented people who
embrace and permanently live the core
values of the organisation.
While COVID-19 caused the most brutal
socio-economic collapse, which anyone of us
has ever seen, I believe the Group is in a great
position to weather the storm and capitalise
on the anticipated economic recovery thanks
to our robust business model, innovative
mindset and the commitment of our people
towards creating sustainable value in the
interest of all its stakeholders.

Pierre Guy NOEL
Chief Executive

